ABSTRACT Feature extraction, including feature detection and description, plays an important role in many computer vision applications. The feature extraction for multispectral images is especially challenging because the information is contained in both spectral and spatial spaces. Previous works, such as scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) algorithm based on geometric algebra (GA) theory (GA-SIFT) and speeded up robust features (SURF) algorithm based on GA theory (GA-SURF), have tried to extract features for multispectral images based on GA to simultaneously capture relations among multiple channels. However, those methods are hard to be applied in real-time tasks. Fortunately, oriented fast and rotated brief (ORB) is a feature extraction method faster than SIFT and SURF. But, the existing ORB algorithms are not capable of detecting features for multispectral images directly. In this paper, we propose a novel feature extraction method, geometric algebra based oriented fast and rotated brief (GA-ORB), for multispectral images based on the theory GA. First, the scale information in both spectral and spatial spaces of multispectral images is obtained in GA, where the inherent spectral structures can be retained successfully. Then, referring to the ORB, the images are computed in different scales and the interest points are detected and described in the GA space. The experimental results show that the GA-ORB outperforms some previous algorithms with respect to distinctiveness and robustness in extracting and matching interest points, and it can be computed much faster.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, multispectral images are applied in more and more fields for its information capacity, such as computer vision, satellite remote sensing, medical multispectral image analysis, biochemical sensing, geological mapping, astronomy, and digital photography [1] - [8] . Multispectral images consist of various image data captured at specific wavelength ranges across the electromagnetic spectrum [9] - [11] . A multispectral image has more than 3 bands, and it can contain more information than a single channel image. Accordingly, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Wei Chen.
the methods for multispectral image processing have become new research hotspots [12] - [14] .
Feature extraction plays an essential role in image processing. Lowe [15] proposed the successful SIFT algorithm for extracting invariant features from images, which has been applied in a lot of applications, including object recognition [16] , image stitching [17] , visual mapping [18] . Afterwards, many feature extraction algorithms for color images are proposed based on SIFT. Mikolajczyk and Schmid [19] proposed Gradient location-orientation histogram (GLOH), an extension of the SIFT descriptor designed to increase its robustness and distinctiveness. Ke and Sukthankar [20] put forward PCA-SIFT to encode the salient aspects of the image gradient in the feature's neighborhood by incorporating Principal Components Analysis (PCA) into the SIFT framework. Liu et al. [21] proposed SIFT Flow algorithm to align an image to its nearest neighborhood in a large image corpus containing a variety of scenes. Besides, other algorithms such as HSV-SIFT [22] , RGB-SIFT [22] , O-SIFT [22] , C-SIFT [22] are proposed for feature extraction. Though SIFT is powerful for image features analysis, it has the drawback of large computation burdens [14] . Bay et al. [23] put forward SURF algorithm which outperforms SIFT in robustness and speed. Since then, many extended SURF algorithms have been proposed including SURF-DAISY [24] , Color-SURF [25] , SSURF [26] , and Gauge-SURF [27] . However, these algorithms cannot be directly used to extract features for multispectral images. They just treat the multispectral image as a gray image [28] , which leads to the loss of interrelationship among different bands in the multispectral image and a lot of spatial and spectral information have been lost inevitably. In order to extract multispectral image features directly, Li et al. [13] proposed the GA-SIFT which incorporates the GA theory into traditional SIFT framework. The new higher dimensional spectral-spatial space of multispectral images is obtained based on GA theory, then the features are detected and described using SIFT based on GA. Wang et al. [14] proposed the GA-SURF algorithm which incorporates the geometric algebra theory into traditional SURF framework.
GA-SIFT can be applied in feature extraction for multispectral images, however it requires high computation cost in detection and matching [14] , [29] , so it cannot be applied in real-time systems such as visual odometry, or in low-power devices such as cellphone [30] . Although GA-SURF is faster than GA-SIFT based on the efficiency of the SURF algorithm, as is known, ORB [30] is a fast feature extraction algorithm with good invariance to viewpoint and low cost in calculation, and it is an order of magnitude faster than SURF, over two orders faster than SIFT. However existing ORB algorithms are often developed for gray images and color images, not for multispectral images directly.
To solve the problem that the ORB cannot be applied directly for multispectral images, in this paper, we propose a novel ORB algorithm based on GA, called GA-ORB, for multispectral images. The GA-ORB incorporates geometric algebra theory into ORB framework. The major contributions lies in the following aspects. Firstly, multispectral images are represented as GA multivector, and each spectral channel of multispectral images is mapped to each blade of GA. Secondly, we construct scale space of multispectral images in GA, and we introduce Gaussian filter G n+2 in GA to remove noise of multispectral images. Thirdly, we determine Time per observation as evaluation metric to reflect the efficiency of GA-ORB.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews related works. Section III describes how to extract and describe interest points by GA-ORB. In section IV, the experimental analysis is provided. Finally, section V concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK A. THE ORB BASED FEATURE EXTRACTION ALGORITHM
The ORB algorithm was proposed by Rublee et al. [30] in 2011, which can be used to detect local interest points in an image with good performance and low computational cost. The processes of the ORB algorithm can be described as follows:
Step 1: The ORB detects local interest points using Features from Accelerated Segment Test (FAST) [31] algorithm in the image. In detail, for a target number N of interest points, the threshold is set low enough to get more than N interest points, then order them according to the Harris and Stephens [32] measure, and pick the top N points.
Step 2: Because FAST does not produce multi-scale feature, a scale pyramid of the image is developed to produce FAST features at each level in pyramids.
Step 3: As the FAST features lack of orientation, the center pixel is replaced by intensity centroid. In detail, a corner's intensity is offset from its center, and can be used to impute an orientation. The moments of a patch is defined as:
And with this moments, the centroid is defined as:
Then construct a vector from the corner's center, O, to the centroid OC. The orientation of the patch then simply is defined as:
where a tan 2 is the quadrant-aware version of arctan.
Step 4: Interest points are described using rBRIEF. Considering a smoothed image patch P, a binary test τ is defined as:
where p (x) is the intensity of p at point x, and p (y) is the intensity of p at point y. The feature is defined as a vector of n binary tests:
where n is equal to 256. ORB algorithm has good performance in both speed and accuracy. In order to let features be invariant to in-plane rotation, the 2 × n matrix is defined as:
where (x i , y i ) is the location of any feature set of n binary tests. Then construct a corrected matrix S θ using neighborhood direction and corresponding rotation matrix R θ .
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where θ is the direction of extracted features. As long as the interest points orientation θ is consistent across views, the correct set of points S θ will be used to compute its descriptor.
B. THE BASICS OF GEOMETRIC ALGEBRA
Geometric algebra, introduced by William Kingdon Clifford, provides a coordinate-free framework to make the computations efficiently [14] , [33] - [36] , which has been applied widely in both physics and computer vision [37] . Generally speaking, geometric product is crucial to geometric algebra theory. The result of the geometric product can be presented by the sum of a scalar and a bivector, as follows:
where m and n donate vectors, · donates the inner product symbol, and m · n or n · m is a scalar. ∧ donates the outer product symbol, and m ∧ n or n ∧ m is a bivector. According to the symmetry and antisymmetry of Eq. (9), we can deduce the inner product and the outer product as follows:
The geometric product of basis vectors can generate new elements, as follows:
e i · e j = 1 2 * e i e j + e j e i i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n (14) e i e j = e i · e j + e i e j i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n
where e i , e j are the basis vectors, and the geometric product is neither purely real nor purely imaginary. Suppose g n is n-dimensional Geometric Algebra with an orthogonal basis e 1 , e 2 , e 3 . . . e n . If x ∈ g n , x can be defined as:
x i e i (16) where
Any multivector in GA is the extension of basis vectors to k − dimensions, Therefore, a multivector M is represented as:
The GA provides an efficient framework to conduct computations independent of the coordinate system [13] . In this framework, all geometric objects can be represented as multivectors in a high dimension, and can be conducted by the algebraic computation more easily.
C. GA-SIFT ALGORITHM
In order to extract features of multispectral images directly, GA-SIFT [13] takes the advantage of multi-channel information in multispectral images based on GA theory. The processes as follows:
Step 1: Represent a multispectral image f (x, y) in GA, where f (x, y) can be defined as:
Step 2: Obtain the Difference of Gaussians (DoG) in GA (GA-DoG) images including spatial and spectral information. In detail, firstly, the scale of the multispectral image L c is obtained by employing the scale-varied Gaussian filters in GA, where L c can be calculated as:
then the GA-DoG images are obtained using L c .
Step 3: Detect features in the multispectral image. Firstly, the local extrema can be found by comparing each pixel in the GA-DoG images with its 8 − neighbors, then the largest or smallest pixel is selected as a candidate interest point.
Step 4: Use the magnitude and orientation to describe features in GA.
D. GA-SURF ALGORITHM
In order to extract features of multispectral images faster and more robust than GA-SIFT, Wang et al. [14] proposed GA-SURF algorithm. The processes of GA-SURF are summarized as follows:
Step 1: Extract the chromaticity image ϕ L x, y of an input multispectral image f (x, y) by the 2 − side convolution and ϕ function.
Step 2: Obtain the determinant of the Hessian matrix in GA.
where H (x, y, σ ) represents the Hessian matrix in GA,
and L yy (x, y, σ ) are the second order derivatives of L (x, y). Then box filters are used to approximate the second order derivatives of the first or second Gaussian filter. The determinant of the Hessian matrix is defined as:
where ω is the weighted coefficient which is usually equal to 0.9. D xx , D xy and D yy which are the approximation of Gaussian second order derivatives can be obtained by the box filters.
Step 3: Construct image pyramids in GA. Image pyramids of GA-SURF are constructed using scale-varied box filters in GA, and the size of filters can be calculated as:
Step 4: Localize interest points. In GA-SURF, the nonmaximum suppression in a 3 * 3 * 3 neighborhood is applied to localize interest points in image pyramids. In detail, firstly, the response value of the Haar wavelet can be obtained by a sliding orientation window. Then the sum m ω and corresponding orientation of interest points can be obtained as follows:
w dx e i (23)
where dx and dy donate the response value of the Haar wavelet, ω represents the sliding orientation window, m ω is the maximum, and θ ω is the dominant orientation of interest points.
Step 5: Generate the GA-SURF descriptor by Haar wavelet transform.
III. THE PROPOSED GA-ORB ALGORITHM A. SCALE PYRAMIDS CONSTRUCTION OF THE MULTISPECTRAL IMAGES IN G N+2
Refer to GA-SIFT and GA-SURF, a multispectral image can be represented in GA as follows: (27) where f (x, y) represents a multispectral image, f i (x, y) is the image data of i−th band of the multispectral image, n donates the dimensions of the multispectral image, and (x, y) donates the 2D coordinates.
Refer to GA-SIFT, the Gaussian filter G n+2 for multispectral images is defined as: (28) where σ i = (i), 0 ≤ i ≤ n, σ i is the standard deviation of the n−th Gaussian filter. n+2 represents that the spatial information can be represented with the 2D coordinates (x, y) in spatial space, and the spectral information can be represented with the n − dimensional coordinates in the spectral space.
Then the scale space of multispectral images is produced by the convolution of the multispectral image and the Gaussian filter with varied scale. Actually, the Gaussian convolution kernel is often used in the convolution computation of the multispectral image [13] , [14] . The Gaussian convolution kernel can be calculated as:
where g ij = n k=1 g ijk e k and g ijk ∈ R, Then we calculate the 2 − side convolution of the multispectral image and the Gaussian filter G n+2 x, y, σ i as follows:
where M and N donate the size of the convolution window.
To simplify formula writing, we use g i replace g i (x, y, σ i ), f i replace f i (x − i − p, y − j − q) and g i replace g i (p, q, σ i ). So the Eq.(30) can be transformed as follows:
Because the second multivector cannot be simply applied to image processing, we introduce a function ϕ to remove the second part of the result of the Eq.(31). We define L c to identify pyramid scale space of multispectral images, and it can be calculated as follows:
The pyramid scale space of multispectral images is constructed based on the traditional Gaussian pyramid which was proposed by Lowe [38] . Traditional Gaussian pyramid is used for gray-scale images with single channel not for multiple channels. Fortunately, in this paper, the pyramid scale space of multispectral images has the advantage that the features can be detected from whole multiple channels of a multispectral image.
B. DETECTION OF INTEREST POINTS IN A MULTISPECTRAL IMAGE
According to the GA-SIFT and GA-SURF algorithms, we have constructed image pyramid scale space in GA for a multispectral image. Then the interest points can be identified in all scales in a multispectral image using FAST algorithm [31] , and the interest points can be filtered by Harris at each level in pyramid. In detail, define a threshold t and the candidate corner p, and determine I as modulus value of intensity of a pixel, I i as modulus value of intensity of pixel at i−th candidate corner in a multispectral image. Then consider a circle of sixteen pixels around the p in each scale pyramid of the multispectral image. If a set of existing n contiguous I i in the circle are all bigger than I i + t, or all smaller than I i − t, the i − th candidate corner can be classified as a corner. If p is a corner then at least three of around four I must all be bigger than I p + t or smaller than I p − t. If neither of these is the case, then p cannot be a corner [39] .
Then we employ a Harris corner measure to order these corners, and pick the top N points. FAST features are filtered by Harris as follows:
where L F denotes the images combined of all corners after FAST detection. L Fx and L Fy are the derivatives of the L F at a corner coordinate (x, y) in g n+2 [40] . Because the FAST features do not have the orientation invariance, we propose the intensity centroid to impute an orientation. We define the moments of a patch as:
where R is radius of the circle. I i (x, y) is intensity at the coordinate (x, y) of the i − th band image in multispectral images. e i is an orthogonal basis in g n . The centroid of the patch is calculated as follows:
The orientation of the patch is defined as:
C. GA-ORB DESCRIPTOR OF MULTISPECTRAL IMAGES
After detection of interest points in a multispectral image, the properties of these interest points need to be described. We use the Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features (BRIEF) [41] algorithm to calculate the descriptor of each interest point. N pairs of points are firstly selected in a certain pattern around the interest point P, then we combine the comparison results of the N pairs of points as descriptor.
As follows:
Step 1: Take the interest point P as the center and r as the radius to make the circle O.
Step 2: Select N pairs of points in a mode in circle O, assumed N is 4, and the four pairs of points are: P 1 (x, y), P 2 (x, y), P 3 (x, y), P 4 (x, y).
Step 3: Define process S.
where I x represents modulus value of intensity at a point x, and I y represents modulus value of intensity at a point y. S − processing calculates the selected points separately, combines the results obtained, then gets the descriptor. Till now the descriptor obtained does not have orientationinvariance, because we take the current interest points as the origin, the horizontal direction is the X axis, and the vertical direction is the Y axis. When the picture rotates, the coordinate system does not change, which is not in line with our requirements. So we need to reestablish the coordinate system so that the new coordinate system can rotate following the rotation of the image. In this way, the points we take out in the same point mode will be consistent. Now considering the center of the circle as a piece of wood, the quality of each point on the board is equal to its corresponding pixel value. According to the knowledge of integrals, we can find the centroid of this uneven density board Q. It can be calculated as follows:
When we use PQ as the coordinate axis, at different rotation angles, the points selected in the same point mode are consistent, it solves the problem of rotation consistency.
D. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF GA-ORB
The proposed GA-ORB algorithm can be summarized in Algorithm 1, which can be described as follows:
Step 1: Represent the multispectral image f (x, y) in GA by Eq.(27).
Step 2: Construct the scale pyramid L c (x, y) of multispectral images in G n+2 by Eq. (32) . Then the interest points are detected by FAST algorithm.
Step 3: Filter the FAST features by Harris by Eq.(33).
Step 4: Calculate the orientation of the features.
Step 5: Generate the descriptor for each interest point by rBRIEF descriptor.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we compare the proposed GA-ORB with GA-SIFT, GA-SURF and ORB on multispectral and color images. In terms of ORB, since it is fast but cannot be directly used to extract features from multispectral images, we compare GA-ORB with ORB only on color images. As for GA-SIFT and GA-SURF, since they can deal with both multispectral and color images, we compare GA-ORB with ORB on multispectral and color images.
Algorithm 1 GA-ORB Algorithm

Input:
Multispectral image patches:
Multispectral image features: F = (C, θ). Descriptor of multispectral image features:
Multispectral image representation using geometric algebra. 2: Constructing the scale space in GA. 3: Filter the FAST features by Harris. 4: Calculate the orientation of the features. 5: Generate the descriptor for each feature. 6 : return F, D.
A. DATA SET We use two data sets which are multispectral images data set and color images data set.
In terms of color images data set, we use four pairs of publicly available test image sequences depicted in FIG-URE 2. They can be found in http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/∼ vgg/data/data-aff.html, and they include:
• luminance reduction, as shown in FIGURE 2 (a) • image rotation, as shown in FIGURE 2 (b).
• image blur, as shown in FIGURE 2 (c).
• JPEG compression, as shown in FIGURE 2 (d). As for multispectral images data set, we randomly choose a multispectral image with 31 bands to test the performance of the GA-ORB, which can be found in http://www.cs.columbia.edu/CAVE/databases/multispectral/. We just show seven bands images and a color image of the multispectral image chosen in this paper, which include: • band 1 to band 7 images of the multispectral image, as shown in FIGURE 1 (a)-(g).
• color image of the multispectral image, as shown in FIGURE 1 (h).
B. EVALUATION METRICS
To measure the feature extraction accuracy, the Random sample consensus (RANSAC) [42] is used as the metric to evaluate the performance of GA-ORB, GA-SURF, GA-SIFT and ORB. The inlier−outlier model is used in the experiments. The test is performed in the following manner: All pairs of interest points from different images are examined. If the Hamming distance between the descriptors vectors for a particular pair of interest points falls below a chosen threshold, this pair is termed as a match, which is named as observation. An observation is either an inlier or an outlier. Remember that N denotes the number of observations. Let n be the number of inliers. Then Inlier = n N is the inlier fraction. Therefore, we can determine Inlier.
In order to truly reflect the efficiency of the different algorithms, we propose a concept of Time per observation, which represents the average time of each observation when the algorithm detect and calculate all interest points, and match the features. Therefore, we can determine Time per observation.
Time per observation =
Time observations (43) C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
1) THE PERFORMANCE OF GA-ORB ON COLOR IMAGES
To evaluate the performance in feature extraction, Table 1 illustrates the comparison results of the number of features extracted from the color images by different algorithms. The results show that the number of observations (matched features) by GA-ORB is the largest on JPEG compression, and is larger than ORB on JPEG compression, image blur, and rotation. In order to compare the speed of different algorithms, we statistic the time of each algorithm after interest points detection and features matching. The code was executed in a single thread running on an Intel i5-3340M 2.7 GHz processor. Table 2 illustrates the timing results of features extracted from color images by different algorithms. From the results of experiments, in terms of total time, GA-ORB is the fastest among GA-SIFT, GA-SURF, and ORB on luminance reduction, JPEG compression, and image rotation. On image blur, GA-ORB is faster than GA-SIFT and ORB.
The computation time is quadratic in terms of the number of points being matched [43] . In order to truly reflect the efficiency of the different algorithms, in terms of Time per observation, the results in Table 2 show that GA-ORB performs better than GA-SIFT, GA-SURF and ORB on luminance reduction, JPEG compression and image rotation, in addition, GA-ORB outperforms ORB on image blur.
Inlier and Time per observation can be used to measure speed and accuracy of different algorithms. FIGURE 4 illustrates the comparisons of speed and accuracy among GA-ORB and other algorithms on color images. On luminance reduction, as FIGURE 4 (a) shows, with the same Inlier below 95, it can be seen that GA-ORB takes less time for feature extraction than GA-SIFT and GA-SURF. The reason is that ORB is faster than SIFT and SURF. On image rotation, as FIGURE 4 (b) shows, with same amount of Time perõbservation, Inlier of GA-ORB is bigger than ORB, it is to say that GA-ORB outperforms ORB. The reason is that GA-ORB avoid the loss of correlation of different channels. But GA-ORB does not outperform GA-SURF or GA-SIFT on image rotation, the reason is that ORB is poor in rotation invariance compared with SIFT and SURF. On image blur, as FIGURE 4 (c) shows, GA-ORB performs better than ORB. With Inlier below 87, GA-ORB performs better than GA-SIFT. On JPEG compression, as FIGURE 4 (d) shows, it is clearly that when Time per observation is equal to 25ms, the Inlier of GA-ORB reaches to 100, while that of other algorithms below 100. FIGURE 4 (d) illustrates that GA-ORB performs the best on JPEG compression. From the experimental results, it can be concluded, on color images, GA-ORB outperforms ORB because that GA-ORB retain inherent spectral structures completely, in addition, GA-ORB is more faster than GA-SIFT and GA-SURF with comparable Inlier.
2) THE PERFORMANCE OF GA-ORB ON MULTISPECTRAL IMAGES
For multispectral images, FIGURE 3 shows the interest points extracted from a multispectral image with 31 bands by GA-ORB, GA-SURF and GA-SIFT. The number of interest points extracted by GA-ORB reaches to 1567, which is more than that of GA-SURF and GA-SIFT with 494 and 1207 respectively. Table 3 shows the feature extraction results from multispectral images with different bands by different algorithms. It can be seen that when the number of band is equal to 4, the number of interest points by GA-ORB reaches to 408, larger than that by GA-SURF of 346, and the time of GA-ORB is just 1.18s, obviously faster than GA-SURF and GA-SIFT, which is 5.97s and 13.72s respectively. When the number of band is 6, the number of interest points by GA-ORB reaches to 706, larger than that by GA-SURF of 379 and GA-SIFT of 679, and the time of GA-ORB is much less than that of GA-SURF and GA-SIFT. When whole bands of multispectral images are used, the number of interest points by GA-ORB reaches to 1576, obviously larger than that by GA-SURF and GA-SIFT, which reaches to 494 and 1207 respectively. From the timing results, it can be seen that the time of GA-ORB is 7.14s, much less than GA-SURF and GA-SIFT. From the results shown in Table 3 , we can conclude that GA-ORB takes less time and detects more interest points than GA-SURF and GA-SIFT on multispectral images.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a new efficient feature extraction algorithm based on geometric algebra, named GA-ORB, which uses the theory of GA to detect and describe the local features in multispectral images. Firstly, the multispectral image can be represented as GA multivector to avoid losing correlation of different channels. Secondly, the scale of the multispectral image can be obtained by calculating the 2 − side convolution. Thirdly, features are extracted by ORB in GA space. Fourthly, a new Harris corner measure in GA is employed to order the corner, and the proposed scale space and the Harris corner measure in GA provide basic conditions for multiscale analysis of multispectral images. Experimental results show that GA-ORB is faster and better in feature extraction than GA-SIFT, GA-SURF and ORB algorithms on color images and multispectral images. At next steps, we will focus on various applications of multispectral images based on GA-ORB.
